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valerie and michael,

Attached is a letter describing the meeting with Hudson Light and Power regarding the
electrical distribution at 108 Great Road.

Several points: 
1. This underground electrical compliance is not cost prohibitive.  
2.The lightpole needs to be replaced regardless.  
3. New conductors need to be run regardless.  Proposed location for new electrical equipment
is at the rear of the building, not at the front existing location, therefore requiring longer
lengths regardless.  
4. Hudson Light and Power understands that new tenants will be occupying various locations
along Great Road in the near future.  Derek Scott graciously offered to meet with us each time
that this issue arises, to work out a viable solution for each property. 

Attached is cover letter and three annotated sections from the blueprints submitted by Dunkin,
documenting conversation between Derek Scott from HLP, Steven Quinn owner of Quinn
Electric here in Stow and myself.  I have marked up these three sheets to illustrate our
conversation, designated D1, D2, D3. 

meg.
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Re: Site Plan for 108 Great Road Electrical

On Thursday February 29,  Steven Quinn of Quinn Electrical here in Stow MA, Derek Scott of Hudson Light and Power and myself (retired Journeyman/Master Electrician) met on-site to discuss the electrical plan for the property at 108 Great Road.   Here are our conclusions: 

It is the intent of the Planning Board and the town-voted-in Lower Village plan to have all new electrical installations be underground.  How to accomplish this mission without great cost impact upon new business entities is the question.  HLP proposes an option taken by numerous towns (eg. Concord): any new installations go underground from the feed pole to the service entrance point.  This allows for future replacement of overhead feeds to underground but allows for new installations to be compliant and ready for the future.  This is easily possible for 108 Great Road and definitely not cost prohibitive.  

Here in Stow, Hudson Light and Power (HLP) understands that plans for the future involve bringing electrical power underground across Great Road (north side) to the south side where the proposed Dunkin is planned for 108 Great Road.  While the planning board does not expect Dunkin to absorb this cost of crossing Great Road underground, it is possible to achieve an underground feed from the electrical feed on the “to-be-replaced” pole on the south side of Great Road, coming down the pole in pipe, proceeding underground across the parking lot to the rear of the building where the electrical service will enter 108 Great Road.  

In short, HLP suggests the following:  the pole on the east side of the building presently supporting the two light heads for both the Presti property and 108 is no longer viable and needs to be replaced.  HLP will replace this pole with an appropriately sized pole to support their electrical feed across Great Road.  At present, the electrical feed crosses Great Road, attaches to the side of 108, then feeds over to the existing light heads.  HLP proposes to feed directly across Great Road to this new light pole located in the same position as the existing pole on the east side of 108.  From this pole, Dunkin can easily run underground from the pole to their service entrance location at the rear of the building.  This proposal will allow Dunkin to comply with the Lower Village vision to work toward underground utilities, without great cost impact.  

Margaret Costello -three drawings attached


